
1 Align Moonshot with OneNYC plan
   Articulate how Moonshot connects to specific OneNYC 
    goals and City agency priorities.

2 Provide a rationale for a Moonshot
   What is the problem you want to tackle? Why would New 
    Yorkers care? Why must the problem be solved now and 
    why is a new approach needed?

3 Brainstorm ideas and opportunities to 
   broaden the contours of the Challenge
   Use small-group discussions to outline the key issues and 
    constraints driving the problem. Brainstorm potential 
    solutions, keeping in mind the form they take (e.g. tech, 
    data, communications) and how to make them more 
    equitable for all New Yorkers.

4 Tell the user story
   Create personas and relevant stories around the main 
    solutions you brainstormed. A persona is a fictional 
    user who may benefit from the solutions you surfaced.
 

5 Define your team’s roles & responsibilities
   What will the NYCx team do versus its City agency partners? 
    What types of partners in industry, academia, and 
    community should be involved?

6 Build a metrics framework that outlines 
   success for the Challenge
   Do you want to increase satisfaction with a service, adoption 
    of a specific activity, efficiency in solving a person’s problem, 
    or something else? Be specific.

7 Pull it all together on the NYCx Moonshot 
   Canvas
   Summarize what you discussed in steps 1-6 and use the 
    Canvas to guide future discussions with additional 
    stakeholders. This is your blueprint.

8 Create a workplan 
   It should allow ample time to define the problem, build the 
    Challenge, and execute the Challenge across its various 
    stages, including soliciting ideas, understanding technical 
    capabilities, testing solutions, and crowning a winner. The 
    Canvas is just the first step.
 

This Moonshot launchpad facilitates the process by which 
NYCx and its City agency and industry partners brainstorm, 
select, define, draft, and manage Moonshot challenges. 

Steps are designed to be 
printed out at TABLOID size 
(11”x17”) to facilitate a multi-
disciplinary team session

1. The act or procedure of launching a spaceship to the moon.
  
2. Citywide challenges that invite global problem-solvers to partner 
with the City to develop and test novel solutions to pressing real
-life problems with the goal of improving people’s lives.
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Major breakthroughs in technology—from blockchain to
3D printing and virtual reality—will significantly impact how 
we work, live, and play. These advances also position 
technology to help solve the most pressing issues of people’s 
lives today and in the future. NYCx works with communities 
to identify urgent priorities, and challenges the brightest 
technologists in the world to solve for them.

Our Challenge program invites entrepreneurs, technologists, 
and tech professionals to participate in open competitions. 
Each Challenge aims to solve a specific problem of urban 
life and move New York City towards the principles laid out 
in the OneNYC plan: growth, equity, sustainability, and 
resilience.

Moonshots launched by NYCx, NYC Mayor’s Office of the 
Chief Technology Officer

                            Moonshot Launchpad co-designed 
                            with Cornell Tech
 

NYCx Moonshots invite community organizations, technologists, academics, and others to partner with the City on solving 
major challenges. To accomplish this, NYCx follows a rigorous methodology for selecting, defining, drafting, and managing 
Moonshots.
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2 NYCx Moonshot Canvas 3 Example Moonshot Canvas: NYCx Electric Vehicle Climate Action Challenge
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NYC plan to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) 80% by 2050 (80x50)
requires major increase in EV charging

stations to spur adoption

Without major intervention and action,
GHG emissions will continue to drive

higher temperatures and lead to worse
coastal storms and flooding; as a coastal

city, we don't have time to waste

To meet EV charging goals, NYC must
surface creative, cost-effective,

rapidly-deployable solutions (fast-charging
hubs, charge stations, fleet charging) to

encourage EV adoption & service its EV fleet

NY'ers experience the impact of climate
change firsthand (Superstorm Sandy,

rising sea-levels, warming temperatures)
and recognize the importance of climate
action to tackling those issues head-on

NYC's climate action goals are so ambitious
that novel, conventional, and breakthrough

approaches should be used to make
meaningful progress

Jennifer lives in the Bronx and
works in Lower Manhattan. She's

thinking of selling her Honda Civic
and buying an EV but isn't sure
how charging works. She heard

about state and local rebates that
might make an EV cheaper.

Jose is a student living in Queens
and commuting to BMCC M-F.

His grandma lives in Harlem so
he finds himself biking over
Queensborough Bridge a lot.

While he loves the workout, he'd
love to use an e-bike to get over

hills & bridges faster.

Gary lives in Manhattan and
recently bought a low-end EV

supported by a federal tax credit.
Now the hard part: he's having
trouble finding free charging

stations at night. He'd love if the
City made the call box or lightpole

on his street into a charger.

- Complex & limited city real estate
- Low EV adoption (<1% new cars)
- "Chicken-or-egg" problem: if we build
chargers will people buy EVs?
- Where should chargers be located in
Manhattan v. outer-boros?
- Charging fleet vehicles in areas where
physical chargers hard to build
- Balancing pubic v. private financing

- Tech: faster chargers; cheaper to
install; chargers that serve sedans v.
trucks; wireless or cordless charging;
better bikes
- Data: platform to dynamically locate
charging locations
- Comms: smart maps via app or social
media to show charging locations,
prices, etc.

- Build the Challenge concept and
workplan
- Lead communications and industry
outreach
- Support acquisition of testing sites
for "Finalist" proposals

- Share subject matter expertise on
technologies & policy
- Support communications, press
release creation, and outreach
- Lead acquisition of testing sites for
"Finalist" proposals

- Participate in the Challenge or
collaborate with participants
- Serve as outside experts
- Offer feedback on Challenge
concept or support outreach

- Participate in the Challenge or
collaborate with participants
- Offer feedback on Challenge or
serve on Evaluation panel
- Support Challenge outreach

- Share community needs &
concerns on Challenge & solutions
- Serve on the Evaluation panel
- Participate in the Challenge or
support outreach

- Speed and ease of charging

- Potential for global adoption of
technology

- Use of renewable energy
sources in charging

- Anticipated investment cost

- Forecasted impact on
accelerating adoption of EVs in
NYC and beyond

- Community satisfaction with EV
charging design & infrastructure

- Speed of design & deployment
given NYC built environment

- Applicability across all 5 boros
& resident groups, including the
accessibility community


